Les kamarades
Kamarade is an initiative founded in 2010 and based in Stockholm offering an
exhibition programme to the public in unique collaborative projects with artists.
We met with the directors of Kamarade; artist Anna Kleberg, art historian Amelie
Edlund and art director Maja Kölqvist in their lovely space on Linnégatan in
Stockholm and spoke about their practice which arguably fills what is a wide gap
in the local art scene.

C-P: Tell me more about your respective backgrounds prior to getting together for
this project.
Anna: I’ve been a practicing artist since 15 years, exhibiting in Sweden as well as
internationally. My latest project Djurkyrkogården was shown at AndréhnSchiptjenko, Stockholm and the film was broadcasted on Swedish television as
well as screened at Göteborg International Film Festival. When I did a solo

exhibition in 2009, I increasingly got thinking about the concept you generally
work around as an artist, working very intensely and much in solitude for a long
while leading up to an opening which marks a high after which you fuse out into a
state of obscurity. I had started to feel depressed working in that way and felt a
strong urge to work together and alongside people. Moreover you tend to be
more intelligent getting to channel ideas with others. That’s about when I decided
to found Kamarade with a collaborative approach as a starting point.
Maja: My background is as a graphic designer and art director. After studies in
Stockholm, I moved to Paris by way of London and started working for Vogue
Paris. I was there roughly 3,5 years which was when Carine Roitfeld stepped in as
the Editor-in-Chief leading a new team which made it a very exciting time to be
there. I started working alongside M/M Paris who were appointed creative
directors followed by Fabien Baron. I eventually wanted to try my hands on
something else and joined the studio of M/M Paris and spent around seven years
there working a lot with artists, art books and exhibitions and fashion as well.
I met Anna when moving back to Stockholm nearly four years ago and I am
currently working as the creative director of London-based Lula Magazine. I also
just started a new brand of sunglasses, Nividas. Having worked much around art, I
do enjoy getting a chance to continue to nurture an interest in that side of things
doing this with Kamarade. It’s really much fun and such a great opportunity
getting to work with people you like and admire. In particular living in Stockholm,
nothing really just comes your way; you have to be active in your pursuits.
Amelie: My formal education is Art History with a specialization towards
contemporary art, having worked at galleries, museums and with writing and
editing as well. I was director of Jarla Partilager for four years when it was located
at Karlavägen in Stockholm. I’ve also experience within the corporate sector and
currently at a public agency which gives me certain perspectives I can bring to the
project.

C-P: What might have been a few of the ideas and objectives behind Kamarade?
For me I feel it’s very clear that Kamarade fills what is a gap in the local art scene,
bringing certain dynamicity to it which is lacking.
Anna: I definitely felt there was room in Stockholm for the sort of exhibition
programme that we do as a alongside the work carried out by galleries and
institutions in town.
We should stress that we’re not a gallery in the traditional sense, in so far that we
don’t represent any artists. Kamarade is primarily an exhibition-driven practice.
Every project has been like a re-start from scratch and has had its own distinctive
feel. Most projects have been held on these premises but for instance we’ve also
carried out exhibitions in private homes and in collaboration with for example
Fotogalleriet in Oslo.
Amelie: That Kamarade is operated on a project basis means it isn’t restricted to
any particular form. A project can basically be carried out in any way although our

exhibitions do in certain ways follow a recognizable pattern with an opening
night, a set exhibition period and with the drafting of press releases. At the end of
the day creativity is key; for there to be room to spawn ideas together in the team
without being restricted by a very set agenda or outline.
There is a commercial aspect as well. We sell the art that we show which yet is
tied to a goal to truly be self-sufficient and independent, and operate on our own
means. For now there is a zero budget approach trying to do as much as possible
with accessible means, and it is possible to do a lot with that as a basic condition.
C-P: Given your different backgrounds, I imagine you bring a range of different
skill sets to the team; from a logistic point of view, how are your projects run?
Amelie: I guess generally speaking you could say that much of the texts and the
editing side of things pass through my hands while Maja obviously is responsible
for design and the art direction. Anna is the one on top of everything – the doer
who executes much of what needs to be done. We shouldn’t forget the artists
who are in the projects from the beginning in collaboration with us, so in essence
it becomes a big team work.
Maja: Generally in terms of art direction with artists, I try to work in order to
allow for the artists to speak for themselves, as well as trying to stay as open as
possible to ideas. When we work with group shows, part of the work is trying to
create a unique symbol that ties everything together.

C-P: How would you sum up the greatest challenges operating a practice like
Kamarade?
Anna: We do have great visions for Kamarade and our aim is definitely to grow
and find a larger audience. We want to continue to both challenge ourselves and
present what will be exciting shows. Other than the financial side of things, it is
really quite difficult getting people to our space at Linnégatan 76 perhaps because
of the limited opening hours. Today we are open by appointment and we have
considered having certain opening hours which would make it more accessible for
the public.
We always try to schedule events wisely and to fit them around other major
events that take place in town for which people will be out and about.
Maja: On a related note, having an insight into the efforts and dedication that go
into organizing shows and knowing that it isn’t necessarily easy generating an
audience, you find yourself more actively going out of your way to attend other
people’s shows because you know what it means to the people involved.

C-P: You recently participated in this year’s edition of the Affodrable Art Fair in
Stockholm which I understand was your first fair with Kamarade. What was the
experience like?
Amelie: In light of the massive turnout of people, a number of some 15 000, it’s
great getting that sort of exposure and having all these people, even people you
might know, who perhaps will not always make it to our space, come see what we
do.

C-P: Given that the art market in many ways is predominantly male and arguably
accommodates for male artists, I wonder whether it’s been a conscious idea on
your part to promote and forward artists that are women?
Anna: It’s not written in an agenda but on a personal level I’m interested in such
questions. They’re important and it’s a hard fact that the art community is very
dominated by men which is also telling of society as a whole.

Amelie: Yes, that’s definitely the case. If you look beyond the artists themselves,
in any occasion or situation where art is related, there will be these underlying
structures that have put men in position of power.
Anna: In a way that also leads us to what we’re doing here. Instead of getting
yourself worked up about the ways of a system, it’s better to channel your energy
into something much more positive. However, we must emphasize that we of
course collaborate with artists regardless of gender. We work with great artists
who mostly happened to be female.

C-P: What would you say have been a few highlights running Kamarade to date?
Anna: One thing that comes to mind is a show we organized earlier this summer
(“Nest”) which was held in my house and garden in Skåne. It was very exciting

that Alfred Boman and Jim Thorell accepted the invitation to come and stay and
create a site-specific permanent installation in the garden, reflecting the works by
Anni Leppälä and Gösta Reiland exhibited in the house. The essential thing for
Kamarade is to collaborate with and to do our best for the artists.
Maja: We did a project with playwright/author and performer David Wiberg
which involved making a film which was put out on YouTube. We wanted David to
interpret an exhibition as his alter ego that he performs as, a teenage girl named
Linnea. A lot of people came at the opening night and we had this fantastic
experience with two teenage girls who stopped by just passing from the street. At
first they didn’t realize that Linnea was just part of a performance and not an
actual person. They thought it was real. They started following us on Facebook
later and when they learnt about our exhibition this summer in Skåne they sent
their friends who they knew were nearby to see the show. They were so
impressed and it was amazing to have that kind of response.
Amelie: The performance exhibition LIKA in 2011 only happened for one evening
and included films by Gunvor Nelson and performaces by Anna Kleberg, Ulrika
Sparre and Malin Arnell. The atmosphere was very intimate and the interaction
with the audience was a major part of the experience.
C-P: What’s in the pipeline for you and for 2015?
Anna: Relating to a past exhibition we did (“She's Here”) with only female artists
which was a collaboration with Fotogalleriet in Oslo, we published a book which
due to budget was made as a digital book. It was made available to download for
free from our website. A project under way is publishing the book in print which
we are doing in collaboration with artbook publisher Art & Theory and funded by
the Barbro Osher Pro Suecia Foundation.
Maja: The book project has progressed since the actual exhibition and has been
altered and worked on with new material like texts and images. There’s of course
always an interest in documenting the work that is done and in this case the
exhibition was given extended life in a way that wasn’t possible at first. Personally

it’s lovely getting to use the experience I have on a project like this and hopefully
there will be more projects like it to come.

Anna on Amelie
Amelie’s like my moral and spiritual guide (laughs) in life; When I’m stuck she
always has a great answer for things, a bit like an inner compass to rely on.
Amelie on Maja
Maja is so incredibly gifted in what she does as an art director, so meticulous and
always just gets it right. For a project like ours without unlimited resources it can’t
be stressed enough how valuable it is to have her skills and experience. It just
elevates everything to a different level. Despite her success, she’s also a very
humble.

Maja on Anna
Kamarade and Anna have been very important for me in finding my place in this
town and Anna has taught me that you can find your own ways and how
important it is to actually be active in your own pursuits. The mere fact that she
started this is inspiring and I’m grateful to be involved in the project.
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To learn more about Kamarade, visit their website:
http://kamarade.org

